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Celebrating that Original, 
Essential Spirit of Ski Mountaineering… 
What we’re talking about here is not some trend. 

Ski mountaineering on Breithorn, Monte Rosa, Italy 
Ph. Marco Spataro

P. Lanfranchi and M. Boscacci during
the World Cup 2012 at Tromso, Norway 

Ph. Daniel Kvalvik

Ski mountaineering 
LIGHT, FAST, SAFE
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A Golden Age of skiing. People have always been drawn to 
the mountains to feel a sense of complete freedom. Before there 
were resorts with ski lifts, people were not deterred; they accessed 
summits by applying strips of sealskin to the boards of their skis. In 
fact the word ski probably originates from the Old Norse word skid, 
which means “covered with skin.” Skis fi rst appeared in the Alps 
when adventurous mountaineers from northern European territories 
began exploring the continent’s great peaks in the 19th century. 
In March of 1898, Oskar Schuster and Heinrich Moser reached 
Dufour Peak (4,633 meters), the highest summit in the Monte Rosa 
massif. The new technology immediately caught on and brought 
new winter adventures culminating in the fi rst major endurance 
competition in 1933, when 18 teams of skiers crossed the glaciers 
of the Monte Rosa massif during the inaugural Mezzalama Trophy.

Today, ski mountaineering is practiced by two groups: enthusiasts and competitors. Each group has valid, 
soulful reasons for going into the snow-covered hills and C.A.M.P. has understood those reasons for over a century. 
Located in the mountain village of Premana, Italy, C.A.M.P.’s global headquarters are surrounded by some of the best ski 
mountaineering in the Alps. Every year the people of this hard-working and adventurous village can’t wait to see snow 
drape the mountains. Though they head up into the mountains year-round, in winter the challenges are unique, interesting 
and particularly fulfi lling. Ski mountaineering is an opportunity to be immersed in full-on nature, to challenge yourself and 
your friends, test new gear and discover those steep and deep lines that just bring a smile to your face. C.A.M.P. not only 
shares this all-consuming passion, but helps build it. From out of this authentic stoke and breadth of knowledge, C.A.M.P. 
has produced a complete range of some truly ingenious ski-mountaineering gear in everything from the most intense races 
to general touring. These products have been with your average ski-mountaineering enthusiast on his best day in the 
mountains, to the die-hard competitors who have won the legendary Pierra Menta race.

The best for everyone. C.A.M.P. produces remarkable products by working closely with the top ski competitors 
and learning about the details that make a difference in the most extreme situations. When grams and seconds count, 
having gear that is extremely lightweight, perfectly functional and always innovative not only assures the fastest speed, 
but also the greatest joy and safety. C.A.M.P. ski-mountaineering products were built for the needs of top athletes in the 
most demanding conditions - long climbs, hard slopes and challenging descents on all kinds of snow. But in reality, it is 
everyone (even beginners) who stand to benefi t from gear that is designed to be light, comfortable, functional and ready 
for any challenge. 

The West wall of Castore on Monte Rosa, climbed up during 
Mezzalama ski mountaineering competition, Italy - Ph. Marco Spataro

A winter view of Premana, the small mountain village In Italy where C.A.M.P. is situated
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Tour Nanotech - Automatic
Alp 95Race 290

Light, not fright. Materials and construction methods have 
changed, and heavy is no longer the only way to make products 
strong and durable. Italian C.A.M.P. athlete Martina Valmassoi 
explains: “You say light and amateurs still show doubt or even take 
fright. They immediately visualize you as a gram fanatic who trims 
everything to be faster. OK, I understand that amateurs love to take 
their time, look around and listen to chirping birds. But these are not 
good reasons to carry unnecessary weight to the summit. The goal 
should be to use the most advanced technology to achieve lightness 
without the perceived downsides. The way I see it, there are only 
advantages.” Martina cites C.A.M.P.’s aluminum ski-mountaineering 
crampons as an example: “Steel crampons are not only heavy but 
bulky. They take up space in your pack and force you to leave other 
things at home. What is the solution? It’s simple: C.A.M.P. aluminum 
crampons specifi cally designed for ski mountaineering. I suggest the 
Tour 350 or even the hyper-packable Race 290, which features a 
Dyneema® linking strap to reduce weight and to allow the crampons 
to be folded onto themselves. The Race 290 is so light and compact 
that you can always keep them in your pack.” Martina points out that 
with lightweight C.A.M.P. gear, there is no good reason to leave your 
gear at home: “Sometimes many people forget to bring an ice axe on 
a ski-mountaineering tour-big mistake! The same can be said for the 
helmet. Don’t forget to wear it but also don’t forget to remove it!” says 
Martina, laughing. “The Speed is so light, beautiful and exceptionally 
cool that it is not uncommon for me to forget it is on my head.”

Lightness is speed, speed is safety. Franco Nicolini and Omar 
Oprandi both began their passion for the mountains as young men, 
on yellow Dolomitic walls and white snow slopes. They have since 
become experienced mountain guides who have been working with 
C.A.M.P. now for several years. Thanks to direct involvement in the 
R&D process, C.A.M.P. products feature details that could only come 
from the imaginations and experiences of those who have made 

climbing and skiing a daily practice. With thousands and thousands of meters skied and climbed each year, Nicolini and 
Operandi both know that mountains in the winter are wild and demanding. They rely on gear to keep themselves and 
their clients safe. “Lightness, speed and safety are inextricably linked,” says Nicolini. “As a mountain guide, I use race 
products in my normal days of ski mountaineering. Lightness and compactness are absolutely necessary in competitive 
ski mountaineering, and in recent years, we have been able to combine them with the highest technical performance to 
make truly versatile products: built for competitions but really perfect in any situation. For my clients, light means safe: the 
Race 290 crampons are always in my pack for every situation. On 4,000-meter peaks, where every gram counts, the Alp 
95 harness makes a difference. Lightness is not only for the professionals; enthusiasts need to have light equipment too.”
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Martina Valmassoi 
Martina Valmassoi (born 1989) 
comes from Pieve di Cadore, 
Italy. She was only 3 years old 
when she started to ski. In 2006 
she experienced the beauty of 
ski mountaineering and fell in 
love immediately. Now Martina is 
one of the best young athletes in 
the world: she earned 5th place 
at the Pierra Menta 2011 and 3rd 
place in the relay at the European 
Championship 2012.

Franco Nicolini
Franco Nicolini (born 1960) is a 
famous Italian mountain guide. 
He is an all-rounder that isn’t 
afraid of the most hard and long 
ski mountaineering competitions. 
He was the force behind many 
important climbs-new routes, 
winter ascents, enchainments-
from the Dolomites to Patagonia 
to 8,000-meter peaks. In 2008, in 
only 60 days, Nicolini climbed all 
4,000-meters peaks of the Alps.

Omar Oprandi 
“If I listen, I forget. If I read, I can 
remember something. Only if I do, 
I learn.” So says Omar Oprandi 
(born 1965). This Italian works as 
a mountain guide but he is also 
a talented athlete who won the 
Mezzalama Trophy in 1997. In 
2009, in just 18 days, Oprandi and 
Franco Nicolini climbed 33 routes 
originally established by Bruno 
Detassis, who was a climbing 
legend from the 1930s famous for 
his free climbs in the Dolomites.
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Guide tested, guide proven. Omar Oprandi waxes nostalgic 
about his deep relationship with climbing, skiing and C.A.M.P.: 
“Twenty years in the mountains, and C.A.M.P. products have been 
there with me the entire time. I must admit that I always treated them 
very badly: I used my C.A.M.P. gear to the extreme, stressing it at 
110 percent! But I never had any bad surprises; my confi dence, and 
the limits I push, has always been fully rewarded. I have aged with 
my tools, but in a way, they have aged with me too. After so many 
years of experience, trial and error, new ideas, and new technology, 
the products have evolved and improved into C.A.M.P.s current line 
of indestructible toys.” Oprandi cites the Corsa and Corsa Nanotech 
ice axes: “Many times ski mountaineers bring ice axes without using 
them. So they may be tempted to leave their axe at home, and risk 
fi nding themselves in a bad situation and wishing they had brought 
one. But the Corsa is a featherweight tool that is absolutely perfect 
for ski-mountaineering situations. Then, there is the Corsa Nanotech!”

A dream come true. When Omar Oprandi was a boy, he and his 
friend Simone Moro used to scamper up and down mountains close 
to his village in the Brembana Valley in the Central Alps. “We were 
young, yes,” says Operandi, “but already we had some particular 
ideas. We wanted to be light and be able to climb faster and faster. 
Our goals were big, and we longed for ice tools that would be capable 
of surviving these very intense objectives. The Corsa Nanotech is that 
amazing toy that we once dreamed of having.” 
A sentiment French mountain guide and C.A.M.P. technical advisor 
Didier Angelloz shares: “I use the Corsa Nanotech on all classic routes, 
along ridges and crossing glaciers, with or without skis. Together with 
the Tour Nanotech Automatic crampons, these tools meet all the 
demands of my work as a mountain guide.”

Monte Sief on Dolomiti, Italy
Ph. Francesco Tremolada

D. Brunod during Pierra Menta ski mountaineering 
competition, Arêches-Beaufort, France
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G-Comp Wind

ED Protection Jacket

Blitz
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Didier Angelloz 
Didier Angelloz, of France, 
works as a mountain guide. 
He is also a C.A.M.P. 
technical advisor. He 
remembers perfectly when, 
several years ago, Patrick 
Bérhault introduced him to 
our company. Didier has 
established many important 
ascents around the world and 
his slogan is simple and clear: 
“Life is so rich that I can give 
and receive. My need, however, 
is to be free.”

More than just axes and crampons. Ski mountaineers obviously 
rely on more than just ice axes and crampons to keep them safe. 
Angelloz uses the Speed helmet; it features an in-mold construction, 
weighs only 241 grams and has 22 streamlined vent holes. He also 
recommends the Backcountry Carbon ski poles for being incredibly 
lightweight and providing great rigidity on hard turns in deep powder. 
The right pack depends on the objective: for single-day tours, Angelloz 
loves the X3 Light, calling it a masterpiece of versatility. 
For the harness, Angelloz says it is diffi cult to imagine a better product 
than the Blitz, which blends the hyperlight attributes of the Alp 95 with 
true all-mountain functionality, “I like the Blitz because you can take it 
on and off without removing crampons or skis.” 
To round it out, avy equipment and back-up layers from C.A.M.P. 
have found a place in Angelloz’s pack, “There are always the ARVA 
complements: the Crest Touring shovel and the Carbon Fiber 
avalanche probe. Finally, I never forget at least an item of clothing 
from the Essential line: most often, the down-fi lled ED Protection 
Jacket or Vest.”

A beautiful day ski touring in the Dolomites, Italy
Ph. Ivo Zulian
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Rapid 260
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Michele Boscacci
Michele Boscacci (born 1990) 
comes from an Italian family of 
champions: his father Graziano 
won a lot of ski-mountaineering 
competitions, including the 
Pierra Menta. Michele is very 
young but his results are already 
turning heads. We remember 
his 3rd place at the Mezzalama 
Trophy 2011, 9th at the Pierra 
Menta 2011, 1st at the Sellaronda 
Skimarathon 2012 and 2nd at the 
Mountain Attack 2012.

Lorenzo Holzknecht 
Italian ski mountaineering star 
Lorenzo Holzknecht (born 
1984) has an amazing palmarès 
that continues to grow. At the 
legendary Pierra Menta, on the 
French Alps, Lorenzo gained 
4th place in 2010, 2nd in 2011 
and 1st in 2012. He also won 
the Adamello Ski Raid 2011. 
Since 2009 he continues to gain 
medals at both European and 
World Championships.

The harder the test, the better the gear. Many mountain 
products may meet the parameters established by the European 
Union and the UIAA (Union Internationale des Associations 
d’Alpinisme), but these are lab standards that inevitably fall short of 
the real tests proctored by real mountains-unforgiving, harsh and with 
infi nite variables. The most severe tests reveal the true features of 
any product, which is why C.A.M.P. has been putting the best ski 
mountaineers to work in the most authentic laboratories... the big 
mountains. The opinions of world-class athletes carry weight and it is 
important to hear what champions like Michele Boscacci and Lorenzo 
Holzknecht have to say. These are professionals who routinely push 
this gear beyond the numbers, measurements and ratings to give the 
best insights about what a product can really do in the fi eld.

The competitive edge. In 2011, Boscacci took third place in the 
Mezzalama. By all accounts, it was a grueling battle: “A really long 
and technical race: more than 4 and a half hours. I wore the Alp 
95 harness the whole time.” Holzknecht remembers the Patrouille 
des Glaciers 2012: “There was a moment when my two mates 
(Pietro Lanfranchi and Michele Boscacci, ed. note) were moving like 
locomotives. I was behind and felt like I was literally being carried. 
Even as light and small as the Alp 95 is, I felt comfortable the entire 
time, like having the Rapid 260 pack on my shoulders.”
Boscacci also recalls another memory when a piece of equipment 
surprised him: “The Pierra Menta is always in March. It is the end 
of winter, and the sun can be really hot. As I watched other racers 
fi guring out ways to shift their helmets for comfort, I realized that I 
was staying pretty comfortable in the Speed helmet. It is really one of 
my favorite pieces of gear for this reason.” Holzknecht fully agrees, 
adding: “The Speed is ventilated like no other helmet. But even in the 
cold it’s the best. I wear it over a hood, a hat or both and it always 
feels the same.”

A. Follador during Selloronda 
ski mountaineering competition, Dolomites, Italy 
Ph. Aron Lazzaro
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Award-winning gear. C.A.M.P.’s line of ice axes, crampons, 
harnesses, helmets, packs, poles, via ferrata kits, shovels, probes, 
skins, gloves and clothing speaks for itself. But it is also nice when 
other respectable voices and organizations vouch for the gear, 
too. Our race and touring products have won several awards for 
excellence, a testament to C.A.M.P.’s strong position as the leading 
manufacturer of light-and-fast ski-mountaineering equipment. 
Recently, the Race 290 was awarded Crampon of the Year in 2013 
by the Italian Ski-alper magazine. The Corsa Nanotech has received 
numerous accolades and has even been featured in the Deutsches 
Museum in Munich, Germany. The Tour Nanotech Automatic crampon 
won the OutDoor Industry Award in 2011. The Blitz harness proudly 
wears the prestigious Guides’ Choice Award from the American Alpine 
Institute. Rounding out these declarations of excellence is the fact 
that all C.A.M.P. race products meet the standards set by the ISMF 
(International Ski Mountaineering Federation). 
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Celebrating that Original, Essential 
Spirit of Ski Mountaineering… 
What we’re talking about here is not some 
trend. We are talking about the exalted 
essence of skiing. Today people head into the 
mountains for the same reasons they always 
have. To revive some deeper meaning within 
themselves. To feel the simple pleasure of 
laying a track through unmarked snow. To 
feel that heightened sense of anticipation 
and the exhilaration of a quickened pulse 
as we push ever farther upwards. Then 
the freedom and joy of big mountain turns. 
Just to feel freedom. These sensations are 
there for the taking on any kind of tour, 
from the shortest morning jaunts to the 
most demanding haute routes. These are 
the uncharted outskirts of a world in which 
C.A.M.P. fi nds itself everywhere and always, 
listening to the language of the mountain, re-
living the stories of the pioneers of the Alps 
and pushing the limits of modern champions.

Ski mountaineering on Breithorn, Monte Rosa, Italy - Ph. Marco Spataro


